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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
ADMINISTRATION FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
330 C Street, SW
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Grantees,
Welcome to the 2022 Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Grantee Conference, Leading with
Equity, Creating Spaces Where all Youth Can Succeed. On behalf of the Administration for
Children and Families, Administration on Children, Youth and Families, Family and Youth
Services Bureau (FYSB), we are excited to have you join us virtually. We are especially grateful
for your tireless efforts to implement effective Personal Responsibility Education Program and
Sexual Risk Avoidance Education prevention services throughout the United States, U.S.
territories, and Tribal nations, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic.
At FYSB, we know leading with equity and supporting youth on their path to success requires
programming that recognizes and supports youth resilience and connection with
communities. Providing positive opportunities for youth to come together virtually and inperson has been critically important over the last several years, and the programs and
services grantees provide will have a lasting impact on youth, their families, and their
communities.
To further equip grantees with information and skills to enhance their projects, this
conference includes 27 breakout sessions and 8 posters across 6 core tracks: (1) program
implementation, (2) sustainability, program management, organizational capacity, and
infrastructure, (3) engaging families, schools, and communities, (4) new and emerging
approaches, (5) data, research, and evaluation, and (6) virtual implementation, adaptations,
and innovations. You will have the opportunity to connect with colleagues, learn new
strategies for program implementation, and be inspired by our keynote speakers.
We hope this virtual conference experience provides you with renewed energy and creates
new opportunities for your organization to be even more strategic and effective in creating
spaces where all youth can succeed. Thank you for joining us and for the work you do each
day to support healthy decision making and positive relationships, while preparing youth for a
bright future.
Best Regards,

Kimberly A.Waller
Kimberly A. Waller, J.D.
Associate Commissioner
Family and Youth Services Bureau
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About the Administration on Children, Youth and
Families, Family and Youth Services Bureau
The Administration on Children, Youth and Families (ACYF), Family and Youth Services Bureau
(FYSB) provides national leadership on youth and family issues by supporting the
organizations and communities that work every day to end youth homelessness and reduce
the risk of adolescent pregnancy and domestic violence. FYSB’s Adolescent Pregnancy
Prevention (APP) Program administers two programs, Personal Responsibility Education
Program (PREP) and Sexual Risk Avoidance Education (SRAE), which consist of seven distinct
funding streams designed to help youth reduce and avoid the risks associated with
adolescent sex and other risky behaviors. These nationwide programs support 295 grants to
states, territories, tribes, and community organizations that implement evidence-based or
evidence-informed models and strategies with an emphasis on positive youth development
and trauma-informed approaches to reduce and avoid risks. FYSB is conducting federally led
evaluation efforts and providing grantees with technical support to evaluate local projects and
test innovative strategies targeting pregnant and parenting youth, youth in foster care, victims
of human trafficking, and other special populations of youth.
FYSB APP staff include the following:
Kimberly Waller, Associate Commissioner, FYSB
Debbie Powell, Deputy Associate Commissioner, FYSB
Resa Matthew, Acting Director, Division of Optimal Adolescent Development; Director,
Division of Evaluation, Data, and Policy
LeBretia White, Program Manager
Kathleen Derrick, Project Officer
Jessica Johnson, Project Officer
MeGan Hill, Project Officer
Ricky Richard, Project Officer
Tecia Sellers, Project Officer
Cheri Thompson, Project Officer
Shakira Williams, Project Officer
Owen Burns, Communications Manager (Contractor)
Tarsheka Thompson, Executive Assistant (Contractor)
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Personal Responsibility Education Program (PREP)
The APP Program distributes grant funds for four PREP programs. PREP programs either
replicate effective, evidence-based program models; substantially incorporate elements of
projects that been proven to delay sexual activity, increase condom and contraceptive use for
sexually active youth, and prevent pregnancy and sexually transmitted infections, including
HIV/AIDS; or implement and rigorously evaluate innovative strategies for APP. There are four
PREP programs. All PREP programs are required to address at least three of the six adulthood
preparation subjects:
▪ Healthy relationships,
▪ Healthy life skills,
▪ Adolescent development,
▪ Parent–child communication,
▪ Financial literacy, and
▪ Educational and career success.

State PREP
Through the State PREP program, grants are awarded to states and territories to educate
youth on both abstinence and contraception to prevent pregnancy and sexually transmitted
infections, including HIV/AIDS. The program targets youth ages 10–19 who are homeless, in
foster care, living in rural areas or areas with high adolescent birth rates, or from racial or
ethnic minority groups. The program also supports victims of human trafficking and pregnant
and parenting youth under the age of 21. State PREP projects replicate effective, evidencebased program models or substantially incorporate elements of projects that have been
proven to delay sexual activity; increase condom or contraceptive use for sexually active
youth; or reduce pregnancy among youth.

Tribal PREP
The Tribal PREP program promotes proven and culturally appropriate methods for reducing
adolescent pregnancy, delaying sexual activity among youth, and increasing condom and
contraceptive use among sexually active youth in Native communities. Programs follow
guidelines similar to those of State PREP, but they are specially designed to honor tribal
needs, traditions, and cultures.

Competitive PREP (CPREP)
CPREP grants are awarded to local organizations and entities in states and territories that did
not accept State PREP funding to educate young people on both abstinence and
contraception to prevent pregnancy and sexually transmitted infections. CPREP targets young
people who are homeless, in foster care, victims of human trafficking, living in rural areas or
areas with high adolescent birth rates, or from racial or ethnic minority groups. CPREP grants
also support pregnant youth and mothers under the age of 21.
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Personal Responsibility Education Innovative Strategies Program (PREIS)
The PREIS program supports research and demonstration projects that implement innovative
strategies for preventing pregnancy among youth who are homeless, in foster care, living in
areas with high adolescent birth rates, from racial or ethnic minority groups, or have
HIV/AIDS. PREIS projects evaluate a broad range of approaches to APP with a focus on
interventions that are most likely to demonstrate a change in sexual behaviors. They may
include curricula or interventions that are popular in the field but may not have previously
been rigorously evaluated.

Sexual Risk Avoidance Education (SRAE) Program
The APP Program distributes grant funds for three SRAE programs. SRAE programs provide
education to youth ages 10 to 19 that normalizes the optimal
health behavior of avoiding non-marital sexual activity. SRAE
programs also teach the benefits associated with selfregulation; success sequencing for poverty prevention;
healthy relationships; goal setting; and resisting sexual
coercion, dating violence, and other youth risk behaviors like
underage drinking or illicit drug use, without normalizing
sexual activity among youth. There are three SRAE programs:

Title V State SRAE
The APP Program administers the Title V State SRAE Grant Program. This program supports
educational services for youth that normalize the optimal health behavior of avoiding nonmarital sexual activity. The program is designed to teach youth personal responsibility, selfregulation, goal setting, healthy decision-making, a focus on future goals, and the prevention
of youth risk behaviors like drug and alcohol use, without normalizing adolescent sexual
activity.

Title V Competitive SRAE
Title V Competitive SRAE grants are awarded to local organizations and entities in states and
territories that did not accept Title V State SRAE funding to educate young people on the
optimal health behavior of avoiding non-marital sexual activity. The program also teaches
youth personal responsibility, self-regulation, goal setting, healthy decision-making, a focus on
future goals, and the prevention of youth risk behaviors like drug and alcohol use, without
normalizing teen sexual activity.

General Departmental Funded SRAE (GD-SRAE)
The general departmental SRAE (GD-SRAE) program funds projects to implement sexual risk
avoidance education that teaches youth participants how to voluntarily refrain from nonmarital sexual activity, along with the benefits associated with self-regulation; success
sequencing for poverty prevention; healthy relationships; goal setting; and resisting sexual
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coercion, dating violence, and other youth risk behaviors like underage drinking or illicit drug
use, without normalizing teen sexual activity.

Conference Overview
The Administration for Children and Families' Family and Youth Services Bureau (ACF/FYSB)
will host the virtual 2022 Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Grantee Conference, Leading with
Equity: Creating Spaces Where all Youth Can Succeed on June 28-30, 2022.
The 2022 Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention (APP) Grantee Conference is designed specifically
for Personal Responsibility Education Program (PREP) and Sexual Risk Avoidance Education
(SRAE) grantees to learn new and innovative strategies to effectively engage and support
youth to overcome challenging experiences and realize positive outcomes. The conference
will include keynote speakers, workshops, posters, and networking opportunities. It is
anticipated that over 700 representatives from 295 grantee organizations will participate in
the 2022 conference.

Objectives
By the end of the conference, participants will be able to do the following:
• Describe at least two new strategies for supporting future PREP and SRAE
programming with youth.
• Obtain resources to effectively meet the needs of special youth populations.
• Connect with other PREP and SRAE grantees to network and share resources, lessons
learned, and innovative practices.
• Identify new tools, resources, and connections for organizational capacity, evaluation,
social media marketing, and/or sustainability.
• Demonstrate an understanding of emerging trends in adolescent health, pregnancy
prevention, and life skills development.

Conference Tracks
To help participants select sessions, workshop and poster presentations have been grouped
into six conference tracks, described in greater detail below.
We have selected presentations that address special populations: adolescent males; systeminvolved youth (foster care and juvenile justice); runaway and homeless youth; ethnic and
racial minority youth; trafficked youth; youth with histories of trauma, abuse, or neglect; tribal
youth; LGBTQ youth; and young parents and caregivers. Special consideration was given to
equity, defined as the consistent and systemic fair, just, and impartial treatment of all
individuals, including individuals who belong to underserved communities that have been
denied such treatment, such as Black, Latino, and Indigenous and Native American persons,
Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders and other persons of color; members of religious
minorities; LGBTQ+ persons; persons with disabilities; persons who live in rural areas; and
persons otherwise adversely affected by persistent poverty or inequality.
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Program Implementation
Sessions in this track focus on program implementation and improvement as well as methods
for ensuring high-quality PREP and SRAE programming and services. Sessions may include
topics such as: using effective strategies for recruiting, retaining, and engaging youth;
collaborating with other organizations to provide wraparound services and referrals for
youth; and incorporating age-appropriate and culturally competent practices in program
delivery.

Sustainability, Program Management, Organizational Capacity, and
Infrastructure
Sessions in this track focus on strategies for sustainable programs and services, strategic
communication and dissemination, building organizational capacity for program
implementation and service delivery, program leadership and management, and workforce
development. Sessions may include topics such as: managing during times of complex change
and flexibility; developing leadership skills within organizations; and developing a well-trained
and culturally competent workforce, including trainings to increase understanding of
gender/gender identity, racial, and other inequities.

Engaging Families, Schools, and Communities
Sessions in this track focus on best practices and research on engaging parents, caregivers,
and schools and on garnering community support. Sessions may include topics such as:
engaging parents in programming; gaining buy-in from underserved communities to support
implementation for underserved populations; and engaging faith-based organizations in
programming.

New and Emerging Approaches
Sessions in this track focus on new and emerging research and practice findings, technological
innovations, and updates from the PREP and SRAE fields. Sessions may include topics such as:
implementing and evaluation innovative and emerging programs; understanding social
determinants of health and impact on youth outcomes; and using equity frameworks to guide
implementation and evaluation.

Data, Research, and Evaluation
Sessions in this track focus on grantee and federal evaluation efforts, evaluation methods and
techniques, and data collection and analyses. Both process and outcome evaluations are
included in this track. Sessions may include topics such as: collecting, reporting and analyzing
data; designing evaluations with stakeholder input (e.g. those with lived experience,
community participatory); and strengthening collaboration efforts between program
managers and evaluators.
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Virtual Implementation, Adaptations, and Innovations
Sessions in this track focus on grantee implementation, adaptations, program management
and innovative approaches in virtual settings. Sessions may include topics such as: engaging
partners and stakeholders virtually; using media and technology to enhance in-person
programming; and adapting programs and monitoring fidelity.

Quick View: Session Times
Tuesday, June 28
Time

Event

12:30 – 1:15 p.m. ET

Tribal Opening & FYSB Welcome

1:15 – 2:45 p.m. ET

Opening Plenary and Q&A

2:45 – 3:00 p.m. ET

Break

3:00 – 4:00 p.m. ET

Concurrent Session 1
Beyond Muted Mics & Empty Screens: Engaging Training & Program
Experiences in Virtual Environments
Community-based Approach to Curriculum Design and Implementation
From Approval to Action: Mobilizing Continued Parental Support for Sex
Ed
Implementing Youth-Centered Harm Reduction in Sexual Health
Preparing for Now: Driving Interventions for Youth Online
Reproductive Coercion: More than Preventing Pregnancy, Keeping Youth
Safe
Things I Wish I Knew 5 Years Ago: Lessons from the 2016 PREP Grantees
What We Know About “In the Know”: A Sexual and Reproductive Health
Education Program Integrating Digital Technology
Working with Autistic Youth to Develop a Video-Based Effective Healthy
Relationship Skills Training

4:00 – 4:15 p.m. ET

Break

4:15 – 4:45 p.m. ET

Networking Sessions
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Wednesday, June 29
Time
12:30 – 1:45 p.m. ET

Event
Youth Plenary
Faith Seiuli, American Samoa
Christian Henderson, Michigan
Harper Schuknecht, Florida
Jasmin Langomas, New Jersey

1:45 – 2:00 p.m. ET

Break

2:00 – 2:45 p.m. ET

FYSB Updates

2:45 – 3:00 p.m. ET

Break

3:00 – 4:00 p.m. ET

Concurrent Session 2
Addressing Careless Responses in Online Surveys
Hanging Out or Hooking Up? Building Healthy Adolescent
Relationships in School-Based Health Settings
Impacts of Innovative Adolescent Health Programs: Results from
Three PREIS Grantee Evaluations
Recommendations for Virtually Implementing Sexual Health
Promotion Programs: Lessons Learned from El Camino
Strategies for Supporting Facilitators to Succeed
Teamwork Makes the Dream Work: Using a Multi-disciplinary Team
to Conduct CQI
Using Innovation and Partnerships to Serve the Needs of Youth
Using tools to build your team’s capacity for continuous quality
improvement

4:00 – 4:15 p.m. ET

Break

4:15 – 4:45 p.m. ET

Networking Session
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Thursday, June 30
Time
12:30 – 1:30 p.m. ET

Event
Concurrent Session 3
Building Importance in Your Community/Region
Creating Safe and Inclusive Spaces for Youth
Embedding Equity in Program Design, Implementation, and
Evaluation
Foundations of Successful Program Implementation
From MVP to RCT: Using Human-Centered Design to Develop a Novel
Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Intervention
Informing Dissemination and Use of the Program Model for SRAE: An
Invited Grantee Feedback Session
Innovation to Impact: The Teen Pregnancy Prevention Program’s
Evolving Tier 2 Approach and Contributions to the Field
Reproductive Identity Formation: A New Approach to Teaching Teen
Pregnancy Prevention
The Overlap Between Running Away Incidents and Human
Trafficking among Vulnerable Youth
Utilizing Community Engaged Partnerships to Support A StrengthsBased Wellness Program Among Female Native Youth and Female
Caregivers

1:30 – 1:45 p.m. ET

Break

1:45 – 2:15 p.m. ET

Networking Session

2:15 – 2:30 p.m. ET

Break

2:30 – 4:00 p.m. ET

Closing Plenary

4:00 – 4:15 p.m. ET

FYSB Closing Remarks
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On Demand Content
Posters will be available for on-demand viewing in the Cvent Attendee Hub.
Type
Posters

Title
Emotional salary: A useful strategy for employee retention and
promote a healthy workspace
Engaging Tribal Youth: Recruitment and Retention Strategies
Innovative Online Youth Mental Health Program Bridging the Gap in
Texas and Beyond
Pacific Islander Youth Reactions to the COVID Pandemic
So You Want Me to Pull This Off, Virtually? A Comparison of
Participant Outcomes in Face-to-Face (F2F) Versus Virtual Formats
The HEARTS Program Expansion: Preliminary Successes and
Challenges for Delivering Sexuality and Healthy Relationship
Education to Black/African American Middle School Students in
Florida
Using the Constructivism Pedagogy to Empower Youth Stakeholders
to Explore Mental Health
Emotional salary: A useful strategy for employee retention and
promote a healthy workspace
Engaging Tribal Youth: Recruitment and Retention Strategies
Innovative Online Youth Mental Health Program Bridging the Gap in
Texas and Beyond
Pacific Islander Youth Reactions to the COVID Pandemic
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Presentations Available Online
After the conference, FYSB will make 508-compliant slide presentations and plenary session
recordings available on The Exchange. An e-mail will be sent to all conference attendees to
notify them once the presentations are available.

Certificates of Attendance and Continuing Education
Units
Certificates of attendance will be e-mailed to participants who request them after the
conference. Some participants may be eligible to receive Continuing Education Units (CEUs).
CEUs are available for licensed social workers through the National Association of Social
Workers (NASW) and for certified health education specialists through the National
Commission for Health Education Credentialing (NCHEC). Participants who wish to receive
CEUs through NASW or NCHEC must complete an Individual Attendance Form that includes
their social work license number or NCHEC ID and the workshop titles from each session they
attend. These forms will be made available in the conference platform or by request at
apptta@rti.org. Participants should submit these forms to RTI via e-mail (apptta@rti.org) by
Friday, July 8, 2022.

Conference Evaluation
FYSB appreciates your feedback and wants to make sure this and future conferences meet
grantee needs. At the end of each session, please be sure to fill out a feedback survey on the
session which will be shared in the chat of the conference platform. Overall conference
evaluations will be shared during the closing plenary and e-mailed to participants at the end
of the conference. If you prefer to go directly to the website, please visit
https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/6832201/2022-APP-Grantee-Conference-Overall-Evaluation
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Exhibitors and Developers
Participants will have opportunities to view virtual exhibit booths with information from
invited federal agencies, FYSB contractors, and program developers throughout the
conference. Booths will not be staffed, but participants will be able to leave messages and
send outreach to the exhibitors/developers.

Exhibitors
Family and Youth Services Bureau
Child Welfare Information Gateway
National Responsible Fatherhood Clearinghouse
Office of Family Assistance, TANF
Office of Population Affairs
RTI International
Runaway and Homeless Youth Training & Technical Assistance Center (RHYTTAC)
Reproductive Health National Training Center

Developers
AIM Service Center
ETR (multiple curricula)
Heritage Keepers
Living WELL Aware: My Choices, My Life
Positive Potential Be The Exception (Sixth Grade)
Teen Outreach Program
The Center for Relationship Education
The Dibble Institute (multiple curricula)
Yes You Can!
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ACYF/FYSB Leadership Bios
Kimberly A. Waller serves as the Associate Commissioner for the
Family and Youth Services Bureau (FYSB) in the Administration for
Children, Youth and Families, located within the Administration for
Children and Families at the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services. Prior to this position she served as a senior policy advisor in
the District of Columbia’s interagency council on homelessness. Waller
previously worked as a policy advisor with FYSB from 2016 to 2018
where she led policy, legislative and regulatory initiatives on matters
related to youth experiencing homelessness and domestic violence.
She began her career in the United States Senate where she advised
on health and human services initiatives. In addition to her federal
experience, Waller also has extensive local and state level experience
developing and implementing child welfare and human services
policies. She served as a senior policy attorney with the Children’s Law
Center in the District of Columbia and a fellow at the University of
Michigan Law School. Ms. Waller holds a law degree from the
University of Pittsburgh School of Law and a bachelor’s degree in
social work from the University of Pittsburgh.
Debbie A. Powell is the Deputy Associate Commissioner for FYSB,
where she is the senior leader for FYSB programs that promote
positive outcomes for children, youth, and families. FYSB programs
are designed to provide youth and families with positive alternatives,
to ensure their safety and well-being to reach their full potential.
Before coming to FYSB, Ms. Powell held various senior leadership
positions at ACF, at the Administration on Developmental Disabilities,
the Office of Community Services, and the Office of Child Care. She
also held senior acquisition management and policy positions for
more than 20 years at the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services, the Indian Health Service, and the Food and Drug
Administration. Ms. Powell has provided sustained leadership for
national, federal and community and faith-based programs that
support low income and at-risk vulnerable individuals, youth and
families.
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Speaker Bios
Opening Keynote: Joia A. Crear-Perry, MD
Joia A. Crear-Perry, MD, FACOG is a physician, policy expert,
thought leader and advocate for transformational justice.
As the founder and president of the National Birth Equity
Collaborative (NBEC), she identifies and challenges racism
as a root cause of health inequities.
She is a highly sought-after trainer and speaker who has
been featured in national and international publications
including Essence and Ms. Magazine. In 2020, Dr. CrearPerry was honored by USA Today in its "Women of the
Century" series and featured on ABC Nightline’s Hear Her
Voice.
Dr. Crear-Perry has twice addressed the United Nations
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to
elevate the cause of gender diversity and urge a human
rights framework toward addressing maternal mortality.
Previously, she served as the Executive Director of the
Birthing Project, Director of Women’s and Children’s
Services at Jefferson Community Healthcare Center and as
the Director of Clinical Services for the City of New Orleans
Health Department.
Dr. Crear-Perry currently serves as a Principal at Health
Equity Cypher and on the Board of Trustees for Black
Mamas Matter Alliance, Community Catalyst, National
Clinical Training Center for Family Planning and the UCSF
PTBi.
After completing undergraduate studies at Princeton
University and Xavier University, Dr. Crear-Perry received
her M.D. from Louisiana State University and completed her
residency in Obstetrics and Gynecology at Tulane
University’s School of Medicine.
She is married to Dr. Andre Perry and has three children:
Jade, Carlos, and Robeson. Her love is her family; health equity
is her passion; maternal and child health are her callings.
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Closing Keynote: Deanna Singh
Deanna Singh wants to live in a world where
marginalized communities have power. As an expert
social entrepreneur, she is obsessed with making the
world a better place, and she will build or break
systems to create positive change. While tackling
complex social challenges, Deanna gives audiences the
tools and courage to imagine, activate, and impact the
world as agents of change. Deanna is described as a
trailblazer and dynamic speaker who is at the forefront
of social change. She is an award winning author,
educator, business leader, podcaster, and social justice
champion!
Singh earned her Bachelor of Arts in Urban Studies
from Fordham University, a Juris Doctorate from
Georgetown University, and a Master’s in Business
Administration from the University of Wisconsin,
Madison. She has been recognized by the Milwaukee
Business Journal as one of the community’s most
influential 40 Under 40 Leaders, the State of Wisconsin
as a Women Who Inspires, and by Forbes as an African American Woman Everyone Should
Know.
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